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ABSTRACT: The sheer number of reactions covered in an
undergraduate organic chemistry course can be overwhelming.
Students are expected to demonstrate a thorough knowledge of
these reactions in order to understand the logic of organic synthesis. A
method that allows students to systematically solve organic synthesis
problems without memorizing dozens of reactions would be beneficial.
Two new card games, Synthesis and Synthetic Dominos, have been
developed using a variation of traditional flash cards. Both of these
games allow players to develop the logical skills needed to solve
organic synthesis problems, review organic functional groups, and
review reaction reagents. The first game, Synthesis, is a solitaire game
that uses reaction cards to link up a starting material and target by
connecting functional group conversions. The game play mimics the
process used to solve synthesis problems. The second game, Synthetic
Dominos, is a single-player or multiplayer game that has a gameplay similar to that of Dominos. An initial functional group card is
dealt, and then players play their cards to build off this initial card. Strings of functional group conversions develop as the game
progresses. These games are an excellent method of developing the logic for solving synthesis problems and reviewing organic
reactions. These games are especially effective in lower-division organic chemistry courses, upper-division organic synthesis
courses, and preparing for placement exams, such as the MCAT and ACS.
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Undergraduate students in organic chemistry courses utilize
fundamental organic chemical reactions to plan organic

synthesis pathways. In order for students to do this, they must
be able to recall the numerous functional groups and reactions
discussed in the course from memory. Because of the large
amount of knowledge required, students often struggle with the
planning of synthesis pathways. One solution to this problem is
to provide students with a challenging, yet enjoyable, game
which allows them to quickly consider large numbers of
reactions without memorizing them. In addition, when learning
takes the form of a game, students can engage a subject in new
ways.1,2 Moreover, games take advantage of the finding that
learning is an inherently social process.3−5 Games can develop
the critical-thinking and collaborative skills in ways that
traditional flashcards cannot. In particular, card games have
been used to teach concepts of general6−12 and organic
chemistry, including functional groups, stereochemistry,
nomenclature, functional group interconversion, reactions of
aliphatic compounds, and the regiochemistry of aromatic ring
reaction.13−20

Recently, journaling and the use of web-based tools have
been used to teach organic sythesis.21−23 Being able to see
functional groups and different reactions allows for a systematic
solution to some synthesis problems. Thus, the organic

synthesis card games described herein have been developed
to increase learning and improve the retention of the material.
Also, the games have been designed so that someone with
almost no chemistry knowledge can play, and the games are
simple enough to explain in a few minutes. These games are
different from all other chemistry card games in that the game
process can be used to solve synthetic problems with variable
starting and target molecules. Lastly, these games allow
students to learn chemistry in a stress-free, interactive way.

■ CARD DESIGN

The games are played with two types of game cards: functional
group and reagent.
Reagent cards list the given reagent and the functional group

conversions (Figure 1, left).
Functional group game cards list a specific organic functional

group name and its Lewis structure (Figure 1, right). These
cards are displayed in red to make their identification easier
during gameplay.
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The cards (Supporting Information) follow the reactions
presented by McMurry.24 Some functional groups and
reactions have been excluded for the sake of brevity. The
deck consists of 76 reagent cards and 13 functional group cards.
Cards can be added to the deck using the template or removed
from the deck, depending on the content of the chemistry
course.

■ SYNTHESIS GAMEPLAY
Gameplay starts by dealing two of the given functional group
cards: the starting functional group and the target. The object
of the game is to connect the two functional groups cards by
using the reagent cards. All of the reagent cards are made
available to the player to utilize. Functional groups are
connected by similarity, much as the game of Dominos is
played. The initial reagent card’s reactant functional group must
match the designated starting functional group card. Reagent
cards can be connected by matching the product functional
group from one card with the reactant functional group of
another card. The product functional group of the last reagent
card played must match the target functional group card. This
produces a string of functional group conversions (Figure 2).
This game can also be played using synthesis problems that

use actual molecules instead of representative functional
groups. In this case, after the reagents cards are used to form
a possible synthesis pathway, the viability of the suggested
syntheses can be considered and structures of the actual
intermediates can be drawn (Figure 3).

■ SYNTHETIC DOMINOS GAMEPLAY
Gameplay starts by dealing out one functional group card.
Reagents cards can be played off any functional group or
reagent card in play. In order to be played, the reactant
functional group of the reagent card must match a functional
group card in play or the product functional group of a reagent
card already in play. Functional group cards can be played on a
reagent card that has the same functional group as its product.
Once played, functional group cards act as spinners, i.e., reagent
cards can be played on all four sides of the functional group
card, causing the line of play to branch. A sample Synthetic
Dominos scenario is shown in Figure 4. The objective of the
game is to play as many cards as possible while making the
fewest number of draws from the boneyard.

■ EVALUATION

The game card sheets and rules were originally given out as
additional study material for an undergraduate organic
chemistry course (∼75 students). The lecture hall did not
have movable seats, which made gameplay during lecture times
almost impossible. In this course, the playing cards and
instructions were e-mailed to the class. Also, a brief explanation
of gameplay was covering during lecture. After the initial
introduction, students were encouraged to form study groups
and play the games or come by the instructor’s office hours to
play against whoever was in attendance. New card sheets were
sent out prior to each exam, and by the time of the final exam
the student had a complete collection of the cards for the
course. The large number of students which attended office
hours allowed multiple games to be played in small groups.
Based on these experiences, these games would optimally be
played during a lecture of smaller classes (<30) or during a
laboratory period devoted to discussing synthesis. These games
would be of most value in traditional organic chemistry courses
or in an upper-division organic synthesis course. Because
gameplay would help students learn functional groups and
reactions, these games would still have some benefit in
chemistry courses where synthesis is barely covered, such as a
General, Organic, and Biological chemistry course.
The Synthesis game was optimally played either by single

players or in small groups of two or three people. With the
gameplay cards, simple synthesis questions could be solved in
less than 5 min. The best classroom use of the Synthesis game
would be to hand a sheet with multiple sample synthesis
problems, have the students break into groups, and have the
students use the gameplay cards to solve them. A sample
problem set is included in the Supporting Information.
Synthetic Dominos was optimally played with 3−4 people,

but games with 2−5 people are possible. Each round of
Synthetic Dominos would take roughly 5 min, and to complete
a game typically takes about 20 min. However, the total end
game points can be varied so the length of a game can be
altered to fit any need. Students appeared universally pleased
with the idea of receiving additional study material and having a
way of systematically solving synthesis questions. Students
would come to office hours claiming to have difficulty solving a
synthesis problem, and after being shown a sample solution
using the game cards they would be able to solve a subsequent
synthesis problem on their own. Although formal evaluation of
these games has yet to be conducted, informal student
responses were universally favorable. Students said they
enjoyed the game’s simplicity and their competitive nature.
Also, many students commented on the utility of being able to
systematically solve synthesis problems while studying on their
own. Lastly, I was delighted to find out that many of the
students used the provided cards as flashcards to enhance their
learning beyond just playing the games. Offering up my office
hours for gaming session seemed to strike a chord with

Figure 1. (Left) Example of a reagent game card. (Right) Example of a
functional group game card.

Figure 2. An example of a complete solution to a Synthesis problem.
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students. Gaming is quite common with modern students, and
they seemed accustomed to meeting in groups to play. Also, the
students seemed quite interested to see if they could beat the
instructor at his own game.

■ DISCUSSION

Although a large number of these cards may be necessary to
represent all of the reactions required for an entire course, only
a select few would be required to introduce the subject. Once
the idea has been shared, the students can generate their own
cards. These games seemed to make it enjoyable to review
functional groups and reagents in a way that traditional
flashcards do not. More importantly, playing the game can
allow students to develop the logic required to solve organic
synthesis problems. The social nature of the games allowed
students to learn in a cooperative environment. Because these
games can be played by one to five players and for variable
times, they should be ideal for use in a classroom. Students

seemed eager to play these games and use a new method to

solve synthesis problems.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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The Supporting Information is available on the ACS

Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.jchemed.5b00646.
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Figure 3. Example using Synthesis cards to solve an organic synthesis problem.

Figure 4. Example of gameplay for Synthetic Dominos.
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